Business Case Proposal For Purchase of Domain Name Hosting.mx
To compete in the hosting industry, web hosts must utilize every advantage to boost sales and grow
their customer base. Domain names that describe the exact service their customers want and need,
provide an incredible edge by virtue of their inherent type-in traffic, SEO value, and natural authority
when it comes to branding.
This report gives detailed projections for a potential Return On Investment (ROI) for the purchase of
Hosting.mx, based on the domain's current traffic statistics along with additional estimates from
professional third-party sources to predict its likely value for Search Engine Optimization (SEO). The
combined data shows how owning Hosting.mx could help to significantly grow your hosting business
over a short period of time.

Overview

Industry:

Web Hosting

Domain:

HOSTING.MX (hosting.mx)

Purchase
Price:

$10,000 USD *
* (Can be spread into a monthly payment plan or lease-to-own agreement, if
desirable.)

ROI
Potential:

- On Type-in Traffic – 100% in the 3rd year; 600% in 10 years. **
- On SEO Traffic – 17% to 794% possible in 1 to 2 years; 4600% to 35,000% possible in
10 years **
** (See Figures 1 & 2 below for variables and detailed projections)

Ideal
Buyer:

- Established hosting company within Mexico looking to dominate the competition;
- Startup hosting company within Mexico looking to become a serious player;
- Global hosting company looking to expand or cement position in the Mexican market.

Trademark/ None
Legal
Concerns:

Benefits & ROI Projections

Direct Type-In Traffic:
Hosting.mx receives new traffic each day. In 12 months it has gathered over 900 visitors to it's landing
page. These visitors did not come through search engines, since there is no website associated with the
name. Instead, this traffic arrived at Hosting.mx from people typing the domain directly into their web
browser (aka 'type-in' or 'direct navigation'). The great majority of these visitors type in Hosting.mx
naturally because they are looking to find a web host. This makes the traffic highly targeted, and when
you own Hosting.mx, these visitors find your business.
Of those 900 visitors in the past 12 months, 238 performed a search for more information, and 49
clicked on an ad. These clicks paid out nearly $345 in ad revenue, or $7 per click. Advertisers in the
web hosting industry whose ads appear on Hosting.mx pay good money for each click or lead, because
the lifetime value of each new hosting customer they acquire is high.
Research indicates that the average shared hosting plan costs between $90 to $150 per year. Given that
figure, $100/year is used in the sales projections below as a conservative estimate. It is possible your
ROI would be much higher if you are able to command above industry-average prices or if you are
selling premium hosting plans such as VPS or Dedicated Hosting.
For the purpose of these projections, it is also assumed that your company retains the business of the
average hosting customer for a length of 5 years. In that case each customer you acquire earns your
business $500 in sales over their lifetime, on average.
While the actual lifetime value of a hosting customer may be difficult to pinpoint, the author is satisfied
that these estimates are conservative, and in addition to any third-party sources cited herein, includes
the following personal data points:
As a hosting customer, I have been with my current provider (Hostgator) since 2007, where my
current lifetime sales value stands at over $1,800.
As a freelance web-designer and webmaster since 2009, I don't recall a single client ever
changing web hosts over the life of their website.
Assuming that Hosting.mx maintains an average of 900 type-in visitors each and every year, a
conversion rate of just 2% – near the median for ecommerce websites, and below median for all
websites – then your business would gain 18 new customers each year by doing nothing other than
buying the domain and pointing the natural traffic to a well-optimized landing page.
Given the above figures, we conclude that your business would grow sales by $1,800 in the first year,
recoup the purchase price of the domain by year three, and within ten years have realized a total ROI of
over 600% or more than $62,000 ($6,200 per year on average). These estimates are given by Figure 1
below.

Figure 1: Buy Hosting.mx, point it to a well-optimized landing page, do nothing else, and see a return
on your investment in the 3rd year. See 600% ROI after 10 years, if type-in traffic remains consisttent
(it could grow, just as well as stay the same or shrink).

SEO Traffic:
So far this report has only considered the advantages of natural type-in traffic, but have not yet talked
about the SEO benefits that are possible should your business develop a web presence with content on
Hosting.mx in order to get it ranked in Google and other search engines. Even today, domain names
that exactly match the keyword of your product or service still impart an advantage to your website
ranking in search engines for that keyword.
Of Note: It is no surprise that when you search 'hosting' in Google.com, the very first organic
search result is for Hosting.com. Similarly, with proper SEO it should be very possible for your
business to optimize Hosting.mx to rank in the first page of results for 'hosting' in Google.mx,
local to Mexico.
This advantage cannot be overstated!!
Can you imagine how well your business would do if yours was the very top result for 'hosting' in
Google.mx results? Your business would surely take off like a rocket ship.
See Figure 2 below for detailed SEO projections local to Mexico. Here again the figure of $100/year
and 5 years customer lifetime are used. However the median conversion rate for SEO traffic is 4%,
based on data provided by MarketingSherpa.com.

Figure 2: Through applied SEO techniques, your business can capture a huge share of the hosting
search pie within Mexico.

Final Remarks
Many, many businesses have used the simple strategy of acquiring the domain name that matches the
keyword of their product or service in order to multiply their profits by capturing steady type-in traffic,
unlocking natural SEO benefits, and capitalizing on the natural authority and trust factor that the
domain conveys, and this is a strategy that can still work today.
At first glance, $10,000 USD may seem like a good sum of money to spend up front for a domain
name, but that is only if you see the cost and not the full value it can bring to your business. Remember
that once you own Hosting.mx, you own it forever, and it has the potential to seriously impact your
sales for the better over the entire life of your business. After you've recouped your initial investment
(as shown by the figures above), Hosting.mx continues to pay you new dividends year after year, after
year.
Not only that, but because they are such a powerful investment vehicle, premium domain names such
as Hosting.mx retain their value over time, meaning that should you ever decide to exit your business,
the domain name is an additional asset that adds to your bottom line. Therefore buying Hosting.mx
should not be seen as a sunk cost. Unlike tangible assets such as office furniture that depreciate in

value the longer you own them, the Hosting.mx domain name stands a good chance of actually rising
in value over time, as it become core to the success of your business.
Can you see how owning Hosting.mx could make for a wise investment? Behind a solid business plan
and the right motivation, it could even lead to you becoming one of the most recognized hosting
companies in all of Mexico.

Summary
Purchase of Hosting.mx could be one of the smartest decisions you will ever make for your hosting
business, and can provide you a return on your investment like no other. To secure Hosting.mx as your
new domain name, contact us today.
Contact:
Michael Curving, Domain Broker
phone: +1.512.215.4842
email: domains@topshelfnames.com
skype: mike.curving
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Disclaimer: All investments entail risk. You are hereby cautioned to exercise your own due diligence before making any
financial decisions. The information presented herein is provided as is without any claim to its accuracy. The author cannot
be held liable for any loss or harm, financial or otherwise that may result from your use of this information.

